JEEPON 30 A
(SODIUM METHYL COCOYL TAURATE)

PHYSICAL & CHEMICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
APPEARANCE AT 25°C.: SOFT OFF WHITE PEARLESCENT PASTE WITH MILD FATTY ODOR

PH (10% SOLN.): 7.4 - 8.4
ACTIVITY (AS ANIONIC), %: 30.0 – 31.5
TOTAL SOLIDS, %: 38.0 – 43.0
FREE FATTY ACID: 0.30 – 3.0
SALT CONTENT (AS NaCl): 4.0 – 7.5

JEEPON 30-A: IS A CHEMICALLY STABLE DETERGENT WITH GOOD FOAMING, LATHERING AND DISPERSING PROPERTIES. IT CAN BE USED IN DETERGENT BARS, SHAMPOOS, BUBBLE BATHS, DENTAL DETERGENTS AND VARIOUS COSMETIC PREPARATIONS. THE FOAMING AND LATHERING PROPERTIES OF JEEPON 30-A IN HARD OR SOFT WATER RESEMBLE THOSE OF SOAP IN SOFT WATER. MOREOVER, THE FOAM OF JEEPON 30-A IS ADDITIVE TO THAT OF SOAP WHEN THE SURFACTANT IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOAP.

Important Note: This document is for informational purposes only. Please contact your JEEN International Sales Representative before writing specifications for this product.

All suggestions and data in this bulletin are based on information we believe to be reliable. They are offered in good faith. However, no guarantee is made or implied as conditions and methods of use of our products are beyond our control. We recommend that the prospective user determine the suitability of our materials and suggestions on an experimental basis before adopting them on a commercial scale. Statements as to the use of our products are not to be construed as recommendations for their use in the infringement of any patents.
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